MIT chemistry ranks 4th, physics 5th
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"The rough assessment made by an earlier [MIT Corporation] Visiting Committee report indicated that we were in the top three in the nation," said Professor William F. Brice '46, department head of Earth and Planetary Sciences.

"The Chemistry department is certainly in the nation's top five," said Professor Christopher T. Walsh, Chemistry Department head. "It is, however, hard to rank the departments within this top five. For instance, how significant is one- or two-tenths of a point in this study?"

"Departments change very quickly," Brace commented. "When the professors write their opinions of the departments, they might be thinking about how the departments were ten years ago. In this case, it might be more helpful to have an additional report on how graduate students in the past ten years have done in the outside world."

The prestige of the faculty does not necessarily represent the actual quality of graduate teaching. "In other words, a famous scientist just might not have had time for his students," Brace said.

There is, however, no concrete evidence suggesting that the NAS study is unreliable, according to Walsh. "If I had to choose an organization to do this study, it would be the National Academy of Sciences," he said.

The National Academy of Sciences was organized over 100 years ago as a group of scholars which advises the President of the U.S. and identifies important national issues in science, according to Brace.

Neither professor has yet received the NAS's official report. Professor Peter Elias '44, acting associate head of Course VI for computer science and engineering, declined comment until he sees the report. Physics Department Head Herman Feshbach '42 was out of the country and unavailable for comment, and Mathematics Department Head Daniel J. Kleitman was also unavailable for comment.

The Chemistry department is a rich and versatile language. It's powerful, yet easy to learn and use. What's more, it's built right into the Texas Instruments TI Programmable Computer.

Having your own computer can open a whole new world for you. Whatever your chosen field, you'll find the Texas Instruments Home Computer a powerful tool for analysis, problem solving, record keeping, decision making, research, and more. And the power it places in your hands can be put to work quickly and easily.

Broad choice of software

Pre-programmed Solid State Software "Command Modules" — based on the same concept proven in TI's programmable calculators and containing up to 150 or more lines of code — simply plug in place and you're ready to go. There are more than 40 of them. And over 400 more programs are available, written in easy-to-use, de-facto formats. There's a broad and fast-growing choice in the areas of engineering, science, business, art, self-improvement — anything you can imagine.

Powerful programming capability

For your own programming, you'll find TI BASIC a rich and versatile language. It's powerful, yet easy to learn and use. And since it's built right into the Texas Instruments Home Computer, Random-access memory supplied is 16k bytes (expandable to 48k bytes). There's an excellent, type-written, full-travel keyboard with overlays for second functions. Sixteen colors are available and sound through five octaves — 110 Hz to beyond 40,000 Hz — with capability for three simultaneous tones. At the heart of it all: a 9900-family, 16-bit microprocessor.

Optional accessories — including speech! With the Solid State Speech "Synthesizer accessory, you can add electronic speech — more than 570 English words. Use it with the Terminal Expansion Board and TI's phoneme stringing technique delivers a virtually unlimited vocabulary. Other optional accessories include Memory Expansion (32K bytes of RAM), Disk Memory Drive and Controller, Telephone Coupler (MODEM), Solid State Printer, RS232 Interface, Wired Remote Controllers, 10-inch Color Monitor, and a Video Modulator.

The Texas Instruments Home Computer is a whole new way to learn.
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